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Abstract  In this paper, a new analytical method for defining the nonlinear bond stress-slip models of Fiber Reinforced Plastics (FRP) sheet-concrete interfaces through pullout bond test is proposed. With this method, it is not necessary to attach many strain gages on the FRP sheets for obtaining the strain distributions in FRP as well as the local bond stresses and slips. Instead, the local interfacial bond stress-slip models can be simply derived from the relationships between the pullout forces and loaded end slips. Based on a series of pullout tests, the bond stress-slip models of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces, in which different FRP stiffness, FRP materials (Carbon FRP, Aramid FRP, Glass FRP), and adhesives are used, have been derived. Only two parameters, the interfacial fracture energy and interfacial ductility index, which can take into account the effects of all interfacial components, are necessary in these models. Comparisons between analytical results and experimental ones show good accordance, indicating the reliability of the proposed method and the proposed bond stress-slip models.
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INTRODUCTION

Bonding FRP sheets externally to strengthen the existing deficient reinforced concrete (RC) structures has become a popular technology in the past decade. With the rapid development of this new technology, many issues related to the structural performances of FRP strengthened RC elements have been studied. Among them the study on the interfacial bond between the externally bonded FRP sheets and concrete may be the most fundamental one because it plays a key role on the composite performances and the durability of RC structures after being strengthened. In order
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to evaluate the interfacial bond mechanisms quantitatively and carry out numerical simulation for FRP sheets strengthened RC structures, defining an accurate bond stress-slip ($\tau$-$s$) relationship has become a main task among the bond issues studied in the past. The conventional way of finding a $\tau$-$s$ relationship for FRP sheets bonded to concrete depends on the strain distributions of FRP and local bond stresses measured by many strain gages mounted on FRP sheets. However, it is difficult for us to apply this way for FRP sheet-concrete interfaces because of the difficulty in arranging many gages in a short effective load transfer length. The highly scatter nature of local $\tau$-$s$ relationships is another difficulty we face. Particularly, local bending of FRP sheets whose bending stiffness is small introduces significant bending strains in FRP and coarse aggregates in a concrete surface layer are causes of the scatter. Therefore, the objectives of this study are as follows:

1. To develop a simple but rigorous analytical way to derive the local $\tau$-$s$ relationship based on the relationship between the pullout loads and slips at the loaded end in a pullout test rather than the observations on the strain distributions of FRP sheets and local bond stress behaviors.

2. To propose the nonlinear interfacial $\tau$-$s$ relationships for FRP sheet-concrete interfaces based on the experimental studies and the proposed method, in which the effects of all interfacial materials including concrete, FRP, and adhesive layer can be taken into account.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

A fairly large amount of bond tests for the FRP sheet-concrete interfaces under shear have been carried out in the past. Test methods include single lap pullout test method (Chajes et al. 1996, Täljsten et al. 1997, Bizindavyi et al. 1999), double lap pull-out bond tests (Nakaba et al. 2001, Yoshizawa et al. 2000, Sato et al. 2000, Brosens and Gemert 1997, Sato et al. 1997), shear bending tests (Leung 2001, Lorenzis et al. 2001), and bond tests for the critical strain energy release rate (Karbhari and Engineer 1996, Fukuzawa et al. 1997). Through those experimental studies, the bond mechanisms of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces have been clarified in the following aspects:

(a) **Bond strength:** The bond strength of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces has been studied most intensively. The FRP sheet-concrete interface fails mostly at a thin layer beneath the concrete surface. As a result, the concrete surface condition and strength are critical factors affecting the interfacial bond strength. The concrete surface treatment methods have been studied experimentally (Chajes et al. 1996) and quantified in details by using 3D profile method to evaluate the concrete surface roughness index (Mitsui et al. 2000). At present sandblasting is the most common...
surface treating method that is being adopted in many researches and accepted in practical sites. Chajes et al. (1996), Horiguchi (1997) and Sato et al. (2000) studied the effects of concrete strength $f_c$ and concluded that the average interface bond strengths, which are the ultimate pull-out forces divided by bond areas between FRP sheets and concrete, are linearly proportional to $f_c^{\frac{1}{2}}$, $f_c^{\frac{2}{3}}$, and $f_c^{\frac{1}{5}}$ respectively.

Besides the concrete property, the FRP and adhesive properties affect the interface bond strength as well. In general, using higher FRP stiffness (Brosens and Gemert 1997, Bizindavyi et al. 1999, Yoshizawa et al. 2000, Lorenzis et al. 2001, Nakaba et al. 2001) and softer adhesives (Nishida et al. 1999, Dai et al. 2002) can increase the average bond strength. Chen and Teng (2001) reviewed the current models for predicting the bond strength of FRP sheet-concrete interface with different bond lengths. They classified all the models into three categories: empirical models based directly on the regression of test data, model based on fracture mechanics, and models meant directly for design purpose, which generally make use of some simple assumptions.

(b) **Interfacial fracture energy**: The interfacial fracture energy $G_f$, which is the area underneath the interfacial bond stress-slip curve, is an important parameter for the bond characteristics. Based on different types of interfacial bond stress-slip relationships, Yuan et al. (2001) proved that the maximum interfacial bond force can be expressed as a function of the $G_f$ and FRP stiffness (elastic modulus $\times$ thickness). Due to the clear physical meaning of the $G_f$, it is very useful to apply it in numerical analysis for deriving bond strength and anchorage length models as well as for clarifying the debonding failure mechanisms of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces in more comprehensive ways (Yin and Wu 1999, Wu and Yin 2002). The $G_f$ is usually expressed as a function of concrete tensile strength (Brosens and Gemert 1999). However, the effects of adhesive layer on the $G_f$ have been hardly reported.

(c) **Effective bond length**: There exists an active bonding zone named as the effective bond length $L_e$, along which most of the interfacial load is transferred between FRP sheets and concrete. When the bond length of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces exceeds the $L_e$, the bond strength will not increase significantly any longer. With a few exceptions (Maeda et al. 1997), it was reported that the effective bond length increases with the stiffness of FRP sheets. Nevertheless, due to the different definitions given by different researchers and the different materials used in their tests, the effective bond length was reported in a fairly big range, such as 45 mm (Sato et al. 1997), 75 mm (Miller and Nanni 1999), 93 mm (Lorenzis et al. 2001), 100 mm (Ueda et al. 1999), 63.5–134.5 mm (Nakaba et al. 2001), and 275 mm (Brosens and Gemert 1997). Yuan et al. (2001) gave a theoretical expression for the effective bond length (defined as the bond length undertaking the 97% of whole interfacial load) based on the assumed
interfacial fracture energy and interfacial bilinear $\tau-s$ relationship.

(d) Bond stress–slip ($\tau$–$s$) relationship: As the most fundamental constitutive laws that characterize the bond of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces, several empirical $\tau$–$s$ relationships have been proposed as follows:

1. Elasto-plastic model by Sato et al. (1997) and Lorenzis et al. (2001);
2. Bilinear model based on the interfacial fracture energy $G_f$ (Yoshizawa et al. 2000).

Above-mentioned models configure the shapes of the $\tau$–$s$ relationships in different ways (see the comparison in Fig. 1). The concrete strength is assumed as a constant value 35MPa for all models shown in Fig. 1 for the comparing purpose. Although the elastic modulus of the adhesives in those studies for model developing are similar, it can be seen that fairly big differences exist among those models. Those differences may be due to the dissimilar interfacial material properties (e.g. FRP stiffness) or the bonding skills (the deviations of concrete surface conditions or the adhesive’s thickness) applied in different studies. Besides that, the fairly big scattering among the experimentally observed bond stress-slip relationships at different interfacial locations (to be shown in the next section) may be another factor, which affects the decisions on the shapes of the $\tau$–$s$ relationships and the calibration of the needed empirical parameters. The FRP sheet-concrete interface is composed of FRP sheets, adhesive layer, and concrete, each one of which affects the interfacial mechanical properties. To consider these effects, calibrating many empirical parameters in an unknown $\tau$–$s$ relationship without consideration of their corresponding physical meanings is a very complex task. Up to now it can be said that the interfacial bond mechanisms between FRP sheets and concrete have been clarified qualitatively in some extent. However, in order to carry out accurate quantitative simulation for the FRP sheet-concrete interfaces, the way of determining a $\tau$–$s$ relationship should be further improved.

**EXPERIMENTAL OUTLINE**

A single-lap pullout test setup (see Fig. 2) including: a thick steel basement fixed to strong floor through four prestressed high strength bolts, a steel box connected to the steel basement through two lines of steel bolts, concrete block with the size of 400×200×400 mm, FRP sheets externally bonded to the concrete block, and connectors between the end of the FRP sheets and actuator, was applied in the study. In the concrete block, four plastic pipes
with diameter of 30 mm were pre-set vertically, so that the concrete block could be fixed on the steel box symmetrically and stably through four steel bolts. The connectors between the FRP sheets and the actuator contain two directional hinges, ensuring that the end of the FRP sheets can be rotated freely to avoid bending or torsion effect.

The width of FRP sheets is 100 mm. In order to exert uniform tensile forces to the FRP sheets, two steel plates were adhered to both sides of FRP sheets. Two additional bolts were used to enhance the bond between FRP sheets and steel plates to avoid the bond failure in FRP sheet-steel plate interfaces ahead of that in FRP sheet-concrete interfaces.

The attached area of FRP sheets to steel plates is 100×100 mm. In order to avoid local damage of the concrete block, an un-bonded length (50 mm) was set by using vinylon tape to separate the concrete surface from the FRP sheets. It is very important to keep the midline of the FRP sheets vertically, on which the center of actuator is located. To achieve this purpose, the location of the concrete block was carefully adjusted on the steel box.

During the pullout test procedures, the displacement control loading system was applied. LVDT transducers were set at both the loaded and free ends of the bond area to obtain the relative slips between the FRP sheets and concrete. The load cell and the transducers were connected to the data logger then the load and slip signals were recorded simultaneously by a computer.

Four types of adhesives (including one type of primer) and three types of FRP sheets were applied in the study. The mechanical properties of adhesives and FRP sheets and the information of manufacturers are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Due to the obvious non-linearity when the adhesive becomes softer (see the tensile stress-strain relationships of adhesives in Fig. 3), the initial elastic modulus adhesives is defined as the average secant modulus while the strain lies between 0.0005 and 0.0025 (JIS 1995). Both the elasticity modulus and thickness of bond layer affect the interfacial bond properties (Lee et al. 1999, Tripi et al. 2000, Dai et al. 2002). Therefore, the property of bond layer can be quantified using its shear stiffness (shear modulus/thickness) as follows:

\[
\frac{G_a}{t_a} = \frac{G_p \cdot G_{ad}}{G_p t_p + G_{ad} t_p}, \quad G_p = \frac{E_p}{2(1 + \gamma_p)}, \quad G_{ad} = \frac{E_{ad}}{2(1 + \gamma_{ad})}
\]

where: \(G_a\) is the shear modulus of adhesive layer; \(t_a\) is the thickness of adhesive layer; \(E_p\), \(E_{ad}\), \(t_p\), \(t_{ad}\) and \(\gamma_p\), \(\gamma_{ad}\) are the elasticity modulus, thickness and Poisson ratio of primer and adhesive layer respectively. As indicated in Eq.1, the shear stiffness of bond layer is that of a combined layer of primer and adhesive.

To obtain the accurate geometrical information about the adhesive layer, the FRP sheets attached with failed concrete
were processed after the pullout tests. Then the thickness of every bonding layer (primer and adhesive layer) was measured under a microscope (see Fig. 4). After that the shear stiffness of adhesives could be calculated through Eq.1 (see the values in Table 3). Ready-mixed concrete with the tested compressive strength of 35 MPa was prepared in order to keep a same strength for all specimens. Moreover, in order to observe the whole peeling-off procedures, the bond length of 330 mm was applied.

Wet-lay-up bonding system was applied in the study. However, to avoid the decreasing of the tensile strength of FRP sheets induced by the resin matrix with low elasticity modulus (e.g. CN-100), the resins used in FRP layers and the adhesive layers were different (see Fig. 4). Adhesive FR-E3P, which is commercially used as the resin matrix and the bonding adhesive of carbon fiber sheets, was applied as the resin matrix of FRP in all specimens. The primer FP-NS was used in the bonding procedures of all specimens. After the adhesive bond layer was cured for 24 hours, resin FR-E3P was used to form FRP layers as shown in Fig. 4. The details of the specimens can be found in Table 3.

**ANALYSIS ON TEST RESULTS**

**Description of the Methodology**

Generally, in order to obtain the local bond stress-slip relationships of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces from the direct pullout bond test, many strain gages should be attached with a small interval (10 mm~20 mm) on the surfaces of FRP sheets (JCI TC952 1998). As a result, the strain distribution of FRP sheets along the interfaces corresponding to every step load can be obtained. Fig. 5 shows the sketch of a single lap pullout bond test setup. Supposed that the interval of gages is a constant value \( \Delta x \), the local bond stress can be obtained using the following expression:

\[
\tau_i = \frac{E_f t_f (\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_{i-1})}{\Delta x}
\]

where \( \tau_i \) is the average interfacial bond stress in the section \( i \); \( \varepsilon_i \) and \( \varepsilon_{i-1} \) are the strain values of the \( i \) th and \( i-1 \) th gages arranged on a FRP sheets respectively; \( E_f \) and \( t_f \) are the elastic modulus and thickness of the FRP sheets respectively.

The local slip is caused by the strain difference between FRP sheets and concrete. The strain of concrete can be neglected and the free end slip can be regarded approximately as zero in the case of using a long bond length. So the local slip can be expressed as:
where $s_i$ is the local slip between FRP sheets and concrete at the section $i$; $\varepsilon_0$ is the strain of FRP sheets at the free end of bond area. $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is the strain value of the $j$th gage arranged on the FRP sheets.

Fig. 6 is a paradigm of obtained strain distributions of specimen CR1L1 (with adhesive FR-E3P and one layer of FRP sheet) in the authors’ previous study (Dai et al. 2002). Upon Eq.2 and Eq.3, the local $\tau$-$s$ relationships at different locations from the loaded point in a pullout test can be derived as shown in Fig. 7. Obviously, fairly big irregular differences among those $\tau$-$s$ relationships are observed at different interfacial locations. The similar experimental observations can be found in other literatures (Yoshizawa et al. 2000, Nakaba et al. 2001, Sato et al. 2000). This fairly big variation probably is the main reason why different shapes of bond stress-slip relationships were proposed or why researchers prefer a simplified bilinear bond stress-slip model even though numerous of pullout bond tests for FRP sheets-concrete interfaces have indicated that more reasonable configurations are needed. All the factors such as the distribution of fine and coarse aggregates along the concrete surface, the concrete volume attached to FRP sheets after the initial damage of concrete, and the local bending of FRP sheets or the local mixed-mode failure of concrete can contribute to the final scattering. It is not convincing to pick up one of these local $\tau$-$s$ relationships to represent the overall one. In order to clarify the local interfacial bond mechanisms exactly, simulating the bonding among coarse aggregates, mortars, adhesives and FRP sheets at a microscopic level may be a more precise way. However, it is much more difficult to get the microscopic-level constitutive model of the interface. The authors (Dai and Ueda 2003) proposed a back calculation method, which tried to minimize the differences between the experimentally observed strain distributions and the analytical ones, to calibrate the unknown parameters needed for an assumed bond-stress slip curve optimally. Nevertheless, the analytical results on the unknown parameters rely much on the selected shape of the $\tau$-$s$ relationships. In the following part, an improved method on how to obtain interfacial $\tau$-$s$ relationships without the necessity to record the strain distributions of FRP sheets is to be discussed.

At any location of an FRP sheet-concrete bond interface under the boundary condition of zero free end slip, which can be approximately attained using a longer bond length, there exists a unique $\tau$-$s$ relationship and a unique relationship between the strain of FRP sheets and interfacial slip (Shima et al. 1987). The latter can be expressed as follows:

$$s_i = \frac{\Delta x}{2} (\varepsilon_0 + 2 \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \varepsilon_j + \varepsilon_i)$$

(3)
\[ \varepsilon = f(s) \]  

where \( \varepsilon \) is the strain of FRP sheets at any location; \( s \) is the corresponding slip at that location.

A first order differential calculus of \( \varepsilon \) to \( x \) yields the following equation:

\[ \frac{d\varepsilon}{dx} = \frac{df(s)}{ds} \cdot \frac{ds}{dx} \Rightarrow \frac{d\varepsilon}{ds} = \frac{df(s)}{ds} \cdot f(s) \]  

Therefore, for FRP sheet-concrete interfaces, the interfacial bond stress can be expressed as:

\[ \tau = E_f t_f \cdot \frac{d\varepsilon}{ds} = E_f t_f \cdot \frac{df(s)}{ds} \cdot f(s) \]  

where \( E_f \) is the stiffness of FRP sheets (elastic modulus \( \times \) thickness).

It can be seen from Eq.4 to Eq.6 that the bond stress-slip relationship can be determined if the relationship between local strain of FRP sheets and local slip is defined. During the pullout test, the pullout forces and the slips at the loaded end can be measured accurately through load cell and displacement transducer. As a result, the relationship between the strains of FRP sheets and the slips at the loaded end, in other word, the function of \( f(s) \) can be obtained directly from the simple pullout tests.

Fig. 8.a to Fig. 8.e are the experimentally observed relationships between the strains of FRP sheets and the interfacial slips at the loaded ends of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces, which include cases of different FRP stiffnesses, different adhesive types and different types of FRP materials. It is found that the exponential expression (see Eq.7) can fit the experimental results very well (the values of correlative factors \( R^2 \) between the strains in FRP sheets and the slips at loaded ends lie between 0.975 and 0.997 for all specimens as shown in Table 3).

\[ \varepsilon = f(s) = A(1 - \exp(-Bs)) \]  

where \( A \) and \( B \) are experimental parameters (the values for each specimen are given in Table 3).

Therefore:

\[ df(s)/ds = AB \exp(-Bs) \]  

Once Eq.7 and Eq.8 are substituted into Eq.6, the bond stress-slip relationship can be obtained as follows:

\[ \tau = A^2 B E_f t_f \exp(-Bs)(1 - \exp(-Bs)) \]  

The interfacial fracture energy \( G_f \) is defined as:
\[ G_f = \int_{0}^{\infty} \tau ds \]  

(10)

By substituting Eq.9 into Eq.10, the following equations can be obtained:

\[ G_f = \frac{1}{2} A^2 E_f t_f \]  

(11)

Then the following expression for \(A\) is obtained:

\[ A = \sqrt{\frac{2G_f}{E_f t_f}} \]  

(12)

For FRP sheets bonded to concrete under pullout load, the theoretical maximum interfacial pullout force can be expressed as follows:

\[ P_{\text{max}} = b_f E_f t_f \epsilon_{\text{max}} = b_f E_f t_f \lim_{s \to \infty} A(1 - \exp(-Bs)) = b_f E_f t_f A \]  

(13)

where \(b_f\) is the bond width of FRP sheets with concrete; and \(\epsilon_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum strain of FRP sheets corresponding to the maximum pullout force.

The comparisons between the calculated maximum pullout forces based on the regressed \(A\) (see Eq.13) and the experimental ones are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that good agreement can be reached. The agreement implies that the theoretical maximum interfacial pullout force predicted based on the assumption of zero end slip boundary condition can be reached through using the bond length of 330mm in the experiment.

With the substitution of Eq.12, Eq.13 can become:

\[ P_{\text{max}} = b_f E_f t_f A = b_f \sqrt{2E_f t_f G_f} \]  

(14)

Based on energy method or force equilibrium method, Eq.14 was derived by many researchers (Täljsten et al. 1997, Yuan et al. 2001) and now is applied widely in predicting the ultimate bond forces of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces. And also, through experimental study, the authors found that Eq.14 is applicable for all types of FRP materials regardless of the differences in their elastic modulus (Dai et al. 2002, Dai and Ueda 2003).

The shear stress flows can spread to the concrete in the vicinity of both sides of FRP sheets if the FRP sheets are attached to concrete whose width is wider than theirs. That makes the effective interfacial contact areas wider than the real ones. The authors observed the effects of bond width of FRP sheets (from 1 cm to 20 cm) on the average bond strength in the previous studies (Sato et al. 2000). The experimentally obtained bond force per unit width of
FRP sheets \((P_{max}/b_f)\) is generally high when the width of FRP sheets used in the tests is narrow. When the bond width exceeds 10 cm, the value of \(P_{max}/b_f\) becomes almost constant. An additional width \(2\Delta b_f\) (\(\Delta b_f\) is taken as 3.7 mm) can be added to the original bond width \(b_f\) for calculating the interfacial bond strength and quantifying the bond width’s effects (Sato et al., 2000). Here a same \(2\Delta b_f\) is introduced into Eq.14. Through that the back-calculated \(G_f\) from obtained \(P_{max}\) will not depend on the FRP sheet’ width used in the test. Therefore, Eq.14 can be modified as follows:

\[
P_{max} = (b_f + 2\Delta b_f)\sqrt{2E_f \tau_f G_f}\tag{15}
\]

From Eq.15 it can be known that the interfacial load carrying capacity is determined by the interfacial fracture energy and FRP stiffness. Increasing both the fracture energy and FRP stiffness (by increasing either the amount or elastic modulus of FRP materials) can improve the ultimate interfacial load carrying capacity. Similarly, the usable strain (strength) of FRP sheets is determined by the interfacial fracture energy and the FRP stiffness as well (see Eq.12). High interfacial fracture energy can increase the usable strength or strength efficiency of FRP sheets; however, high FRP stiffness cannot. Therefore, in order to utilize the FRP materials more efficiently in consideration of their decreasing but still higher costs, besides ensuring the concrete surface quality, more effects should be put on to find optimum adhesive layer to improve the interfacial fracture energy.

**Discussion on the Interfacial Fracture Energy and the Bond Stress-slip Relationships**

With Eq.9 and Eq.12, the interfacial \(\tau-s\) relationship can be rewritten as:

\[
\tau = 2BG_f (\exp(-Bs) - \exp(-2Bs))\tag{16}
\]

in which only two parameters, the interfacial fracture energy \(G_f\) and another interfacial material constant \(B\) are needed for defining the bond stress-slip relationship.

Let,

\[
d\tau / ds = -2B^2G_f (\exp(-Bs) - 2\exp(-2Bs)) = 0\tag{17}
\]

The slip \(s_{max}\) corresponding to the maximum bond stress \(\tau_{max}\), at which \(d\tau/ds=0\), can be determined as follows:

\[
s_{max} = \ln 2 / B = 0.693 / B\tag{18}
\]

By substituting Eq.18 into Eq.16, the maximum bond stress \(\tau_{max}\) can be obtained as well:

\[
\tau_{max} = 0.5BG_f\tag{19}
\]

For every specimen in the present study, the material constant \(B\) and the interfacial fracture energy \(G_f\) can be
obtained according to the processes proposed in the previous section (see the results in Table 3). Then the values of 
$\tau_{\text{max}}$ and $s_{\text{max}}$ are calculated and shown in Table 3. For the normal adhesive (FRP-E3P), Nakaba et al. (2001) observed experimentally that the values of $s_{\text{max}}$ lie between 0.052 and 0.087 mm, with which the analytical results (0.053–0.077 mm) based on the present method show good agreement. Based on the above-mentioned process, all the found bond stress-slip relationships derived from pullout tests are shown in Fig. 10. When the FRP fracture failure happens, the obtained $\tau$–$s$ relationships are excluded because the peeling off process is interrupted and the interfacial fracture energy cannot be calculated correctly. To get a unified $\tau$–$s$ model in consideration of the effects of all interfacial materials, the following paragraphs give results of regression analysis for the two important parameters $G_f$ and $B$ based on experimental results.

The interfacial fracture energy $G_f$ is affected by the properties of concrete, adhesives and the FRP stiffness. It has been mentioned that, in the case of long bond lengths, $G_f$ can be calculated based on either the value of $\mathcal{A}$ obtained from the regression analysis of the FRP sheet strain-slip curves at loaded ends (see Eq.11) or directly from the ultimate pullout forces (see Eq.14). Therefore, the authors collected more experimental data of the ultimate pullout forces published by other researchers (Nakaba et al. 2001, Yoshizawa et al. 2000) to evaluate the effects of concrete strength and FRP stiffness on $G_f$ based on more experimental databases. Only those data with bond lengths exceeding 300mm has been selected. Through Eq.15 the effects of bond width on the $G_f$ can be eliminated. Fig. 11.a, Fig. 11.b and Fig. 11.c show the effects of concrete strength, FRP stiffness and adhesive properties on the $G_f$ respectively. Since the other researchers did not study the effects of adhesives, Fig. 11.c only shows the test results of the present study. It can be found that the shear stiffness of adhesive layer affects the interfacial fracture energy most (see Fig. 11.c). The effect of the concrete strength is much less than that of the adhesive (see Fig. 11.a) but slightly greater than that of the FRP stiffness (see Fig. 11.b). The lower shear stiffness adhesives can improve the interfacial fracture energy significantly due to their good toughness (Dai et al. 2002, Dai and Ueda 2003). Through regressing, the expression for the interfacial fracture energy can be obtained as follows:

$$G_f = 0.446(G_a / t_a)^{-0.352} f_c^{0.236} (E_f / t_f)^{0.023}$$

(20)

The values of another interfacial parameter $B$ are obtained from the regression analysis of the FRP sheet strain-slip curves at the loaded end of each specimen in the present study. The effects of FRP stiffness and adhesives on $B$ are shown in Fig. 12.a and Fig. 12.b respectively. It can be seen that $B$ increases insignificantly with the FRP stiffness (see Fig. 12.a) whereas increases remarkably with the shear stiffness of adhesive layer (see Fig. 12.b). Through a
similar regressing way, the expression for $B$ can be obtained as follows:

$$B = 6.846(E_f t_f)^{0.108} (G_a / t_a)^{0.833}$$

(21)

Therefore, the $\tau$-$s$ relationships of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces with different properties of FRP, adhesives and concrete strength can be determined through the two calibrated parameters $G_f$ (Eq.20) and $B$ (Eq.21).

Fig. 13.a shows the effects of FRP stiffness on the $\tau$-$s$ relationships. It can be seen that both the initial stiffness of the $\tau$-$s$ relationships and the maximum bond stresses increase slightly with the increasing of FRP stiffness. Similar effects of FRP stiffness on the maximum bond stress were included in the models proposed by Sato et al. (2000) and Lorenzis et al. (2001) in different extent. Tripi et al. (2000) also found that relative displacements between the FRP sheets and concrete are slightly affected by the elastic modulus of the sheets in their moiré interferometric analysis.

The effects of FRP stiffness on the interfacial stiffness and maximum bond stress may be caused by the different strain condition in the thin concrete layer next to the adhesives. In the case of using same adhesives, higher FRP stiffness brings lower strain level in the concrete.

The dependency of $G_f$ and $B$ on the FRP stiffness exists but is rather small (see Fig. 11.b and Fig. 12.a). Therefore, in the case of using common adhesives such as FR-E3P, the expressions $G_f=0.514f_c^{0.236}$ and $B=10.4\text{mm}^{-1}$ can be obtained for the $\tau$-$s$ relationship (Eq.16) by averaging all experimental values without consideration of the FRP stiffness’ effects and assuming that the shear stiffness of the adhesive is the same (see Fig. 10.a).

Fig. 13.b gives a group of $\tau$-$s$ relationships with different shear stiffness of adhesives but the same FRP stiffness (50.6 kN/mm) and concrete strength (35MPa). The comparisons between the experimental $\tau$-$s$ relationships and predicted ones in cases of using adhesives other than FR-E3P are shown in Fig. 10.b and Fig. 10.c. It is obvious that the maximum interfacial bond stress increases with the shear stiffness of adhesives. When the FRP stiffness is same, this increase is caused by high strain gradients in FRP sheets in the case of using high modulus adhesives (Nishida et al. 1999, Dai et al. 2002). In the present model, the maximum bond stress decreases with the shear stiffness of adhesive due to the significant decreasing $B$, although the interfacial fracture energy $G_f$ can increase with the decreasing of adhesives’ shear stiffness (see Eq.19).

In fact, the value $B$ can be regarded as an index of ductility of the $\tau$-$s$ relationships, which is mainly affected by the adhesive properties. Better ductility means slower softening after the peak bond stress. Smaller $B$ means lower initial interfacial stiffness but better interfacial ductility and vice versa. In other words, it is difficult to obtain higher
interfacial stiffness and ductility simultaneously. This shortcoming is caused by the inherent properties of adhesives. However, it gives us a possibility to optimize the interface design according to the desirable structural performances. Fig. 14 gives comparisons of the ultimate interfacial loads predicted by the present proposed $\tau$-$s$ model and the experimental data selected from the pullout tests of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces with bond lengths exceeding 30cm (Yoshizawa et al. 2000, Nakaba et al. 2001 and present study). The reasonable scattering of all data around the line of $P_{\text{ana.}}/P_{\text{exp.}}=1.0$ indicates the good accuracy of the present models on predicting the bond capacity of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces. As discussed above, the ultimate interfacial load is only related to FRP stiffness and the $G_f$ (the area under the $\tau$-$s$ relationship) regardless of the shape of the $\tau$-$s$ relationship. Therefore, it is a good choice to use $G_f$, which can be back-calculated from many published ultimate interfacial loads, as a control parameter when configuring any unknown $\tau$-$s$ relationship. The use of $G_f$ at least can ensure the accuracy of predicting the ultimate interface bond capacity in the case of long bond length. However, the issues of predicting the initial interfacial peeling, evaluating the interfacial load-deformation behaviors or determining the effective anchorage length depend on not only the use of $G_f$, but also the accurate configuration of $\tau$-$s$ relationship. Based on the present and other researchers’ $\tau$-$s$ relationships as shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 15 gives an example of comparing the predicted strain-slip relationships at the loaded end of a FRP sheet-concrete interface, of which the FRP stiffness, concrete strength and adhesive stiffness are 50.6 kN/mm, 35 MPa and 1.14 GPa/mm (FR-E3P) respectively. It can be seen that the present model and Nakaba’s model give good prediction on the whole period of pullout test (before and after initial peeling). Nakaba’s model gives slight underestimation on the initial interfacial stiffness. Yoshizawa’s simplified bilinear model gives a good prediction on the initial interfacial stiffness but shows a big deviation when the strain of FRP becomes higher. Sato’s model gives a good prediction on the maximum strain but shows a big deviation during initial ascending period. The assumption of elasto-plastic bilinear $\tau$-$s$ relationships (Sato (Yuichi) and Lorenzis) shows comparatively less accuracy.

**CONCLUSIONS:**

Based on the experimental and analytical studies, the following conclusions can be drawn up:

1. A simple method to determine the local bond stress-slip relationships of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces is developed. With this method, it is not necessary to put many gages on the surface of sheets as conventional ways applied in previous studies or recommended in the present bond test specifications to
obtain the local bond stress-slip relationships. Instead, they can be simply derived from the pullout force ~
loaded end slip curves, which can be measured accurately during the pullout bond tests.

2. Based on the proposed method and the experimental studies, the bond stress-slip relationships for FRP
sheet-concrete interfaces are proposed. Only two parameters, which are the interfacial fracture energy \( G_f \)
and another constant called as interfacial ductility index \( B \) are needed in the models. The two parameters, \( G_f \)
and \( B \) affect the ultimate interfacial load carrying capacity and the configuration of the bond stress-slip
relationship respectively. With these two parameters, the effects of all interfacial materials can be taken into
account.

3. Experimental results show that the interfacial fracture energy is hardly affected by FRP stiffness, but
affected by the mechanical property of adhesives most and then by the concrete strength. With the
decreasing of the shear stiffness of adhesive, the interfacial fracture energy and the interfacial ductility can
be improved although the maximum interfacial bond stress decreases. That leads to the improvement of the
interfacial load transfer capacity. The FRP stiffness has a slight effect on the bond stress-slip relationships.
The maximum bond stress increases and the interfacial ductility decreases slightly with the increasing of the
FRP stiffness. However, in comparison with the effects of adhesives and concrete, the effects of FRP
stiffness on the bond stress-slip relationships are insignificant.

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDY
Concrete properties affect the interfacial bond behaviors by both its surface condition and strength. The dependency
of interfacial ductility factor \( B \) on the concrete strength needs to be observed in future study. In addition, concrete
surface treatment in laboratory may be different from that in the field. The problem on how the concrete surface
condition affects the interfacial parameters of \( G_f \) and \( B \) needs to be solved quantitatively based on more solid
databases.
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FIGURES:

Note: the figures at final size with desired reduction are provided in another document

Fig. 1  (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)
Fig. 2 (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)
Fig. 3 (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)

![Graph showing stress-strain relationship for different materials](image_url)
Fig. 4 (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)
Fig. 5 (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)
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\[ \text{concrete} \]

\[ L \]
Strain ($10^{-6} \varepsilon$)

Location from loaded end (mm)
Fig. 7 (17.78cm wide, suggest 50% reduction)
Fig. 8. (17.78 cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

Strain ($\varepsilon$) vs. Slip (mm) graph showing FRP fracture for different conditions.
Fig. 8.b (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)
Fig. 8.d (17.78 cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

![Graph showing Strain (ε) versus Slip (mm) for FRP fracture analysis.](image)

- **GR1L1 exp.**
- **GR1L3 exp.** — **GR1L3 reg.**
- **GR1L5 exp.** — **GR1L5 reg.**
- **GR2L3 exp.** — **GR2L3 reg.**
- **GR3L3 exp.**

FRP fracture
Fig. 8. e(17.78 cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)
$P_{\text{max}}^{\text{ana.}} / P_{\text{max}}^{\text{exp.}} = 1.0$
Average
All founded curves from Exp.
$G_a/t_a = 1.05 \text{GPa/mm (FR-E3P)}$
$G_f = 1.19 \text{N/m, } B = 10.4 \text{mm}^{-1}$
All found curves from exp.

Present model

\( G_a/t_a = 0.49 \text{GPa/mm} (SX-325) \)

\( G_f = 1.54 \text{N/mm}, B = 5.77 \text{mm}^{-1} \)
Fig. 10.c (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

- All found curves through exp.
- Present model

\[ \frac{G_a}{t_a} = 0.20 \text{GPa/mm (CN-100)} \]
\[ G_f = 2.10 \text{N/mm}, B = 2.74 \text{mm}^{-1} \]
Fig. 11.a (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

![Graph showing the relationship between $G_f$ (N/mm) and $f_c$ (MPa)]

- Yoshizawa et al. (2000)
- Present study
- Nakaba et al. (2001)

Regression line: $G_f = 0.422 f_c^{0.236}$
Fig. 11.b (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

\[ G_f/f_c^{0.236} \]

- Yoshizawa et al. (2000)
- Present
- Nakaba et al. (2001)

regressing line

\[ G_f = 0.388f_c^{0.236}(E_{ftf})^{0.023} \]

\[ E_{ftf} \text{ (kN/mm)} \]
Fig. 11.c (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

\[ G_f = 0.446 \left( \frac{G_a}{t_a} \right)^{0.352} f'_c 0.236 \left( E_{ftf} \right)^{0.023} \]

- Present exp.
- Regressing line

\[ \frac{G_f}{f'_c} = 0.236 \left( E_{ftf} \right)^{0.023} \]
Exp. regressing line

\[ B = 6.947 (E_{ftf})^{0.108} \quad R^2 = 0.270 \]
Fig. 12.b (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

\[ B = 6.846 \left( E_f t_f \right)^{0.108} \left( G_a / t_a \right)^{0.833} \]

\[ R^2 = 0.937 \]
Fig. 13.a (17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)
Fig. 13.b (17.78 cm wide, suggest reduction to 33%)

![Graph showing stress-strain relationship](image)

- $G_{at} = 1.14 \text{ GPa/mm}$
- $G_{at} = 0.49 \text{ GPa/mm}$
- $G_{at} = 0.20 \text{ GPa/mm}$

- $E_t t_f = 50.6 \text{kN/mm}$,
- $f_c = 35 \text{MPa}$
Fig. 14 ((17.78cm wide, suggest reduction to 50%)
Fig. 15 (17.78 cm wide, suggest reduction to 50%)

The figure shows the comparison of experimental data (Exp.) with different models: present model, Yoshizawa model, Nakaba model, Sato (Yuichi) model, Lorenzis model, and Sato model. The x-axis represents slip (mm), and the y-axis represents strain ($\varepsilon$). The graph illustrates how well each model predicts the strain under varying slip conditions.
Figure Captions:

Fig. 1 Previous bond stress-slip relationships of FRP sheet-concrete interfaces
Fig. 2 Pullout test setup
Fig. 3 Tensile stress-strain relations of adhesives
Fig. 4 Microscopic observation of FRP sheets after pullout test (CR3L1)
Fig. 5 Single lap pullout test
Fig. 6 Strain distribution of FRP sheets along bond interface (CR1L1)
Fig. 7 Calculated local bond stress-slip relationships at different locations from loaded end (CR1L1)
Fig. 8 Experimental and regressed strain-slip curves at loaded ends
   (a) CFRP, Stiffness: 25.3 kN/mm
   (b) CFRP, Stiffness: 50.6 kN/mm
   (c) CFRP, Stiffness: 75.9 kN/mm
   (d) AFRP, Stiffness: 18.6~73.6 kN/mm
   (e) GFRP, Stiffness: 8.7~43.7 kN/mm
Fig. 9 Comparison between analytical and experimental maximum pullout loads
Fig. 10 Experimentally found bond stress-slip relationships
   (a) Adhesive FR-E3P
   (b) Adhesive SX-325
   (c) Adhesive CN-100
Fig. 11 Effects of various parameters on interfacial fracture energy
   (a) Concrete strength
   (b) FRP stiffness
   (c) Adhesive
Fig. 12 Effects of various parameters on B
   (a) FRP stiffness
   (b) Adhesive
Fig. 13 Proposed bond stress-slip relationships
   (a) with different FRP stiffness
(b) with different adhesives

Fig. 14 Comparisons of predicted and experimental ultimate loads of interfaces

Fig. 15 Predicted strain-slip relationships at loading point by different models
### Tables:

**Table 1 Mechanical Properties of FRP Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Density (g/m³)</th>
<th>Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Fracturing Strain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>FTS-C1-20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3550</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramid</td>
<td>AT-90</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>3030</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>FTS-GE-30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( \rho \) = fiber density; \( f_t \) = tensile strength; \( E_f \) = elastic modulus; \( t_f \) = thickness; \( \varepsilon_u \) = fiber fracturing strain; FTS-C1-20 and FTS-GE-30 sheets were offered by Nippon Steel Composite Co. Ltd; AT-90 was offered by Nippon Aramid Co. Ltd.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of adhesives</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Resins/hardener by weight</th>
<th>Elastic modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Flexural strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Gel time (min)</th>
<th>Viscosity (mPa·s/25 °C)</th>
<th>Setting time (h/20°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN-100</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-325</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>32000</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-E3P</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40000</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-NS (Primer)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>&lt;3000</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The tests for adhesives were carried out by Sho-bond Co. Ltd., Japan. FR-E3P and FP-NS were offered by Nippon Steel Composite Co. Ltd; SX-325 was offered by Nippon Toho Earth-Tech. Co. Ltd; and CN-100 was offered by Nippon Toho Resin Chemical Co. Ltd.
| Specimen codes | \( G_{fa} \) (GPa/mm) | \( E_{fa} \) (kN/mm) | \( A \) (c) | \( B \) (mm\(^3\)) | \( G_f \) (N/mm) | \( R^2 \) | \( \tau_{max} \) (MPa) | \( s_{max} \) (mm) | \( P_{max} \) (kN(Exp.)) | \( P_{max} \) (kN(A)) | Failure mode* | 
|----------------|---------------------|----------------|----------|----------------|---------------|--------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------| | CR1L1          | 0.97                | 25.3           | 0.00904  | 10.79          | 1.034        | 0.985  | 5.58           | 0.064          | 23.4           | 22.9           | 0.98           | CF             | | CR1L1          | 1.14                | 25.3           | 0.01046  | 10.44          | 1.384        | 0.996  | 7.22           | 0.066          | 23.1           | 26.5           | 1.15           | CF             | | CR1L1          | 1.14                | 25.3           | 0.00908  | 10.38          | 1.043        | 0.982  | 6.80           | 0.053          | 24.9           | 22.3           | 0.92           | CF             | | CR1L2          | 0.97                | 50.6           | 0.00664  | 10.01          | 1.115        | 0.991  | 5.58           | 0.069          | 33.5           | 33.6           | 1.00           | CF             | | CR1L2          | 1.14                | 50.6           | 0.00682  | 11.34          | 1.177        | 0.992  | 6.67           | 0.061          | 39.3           | 34.5           | 0.88           | CF             | | CR1L2          | 1.14                | 50.6           | 0.00732  | 9.04           | 1.356        | 0.991  | 6.13           | 0.077          | 39.3           | 37.0           | 0.94           | CF             | | CR1L3          | 0.97                | 75.9           | 0.00509  | 10.91          | 0.983        | 0.975  | 5.36           | 0.064          | 42.9           | 38.6           | 0.90           | CF             | | CR1L3          | 1.14                | 75.9           | 0.00554  | 11.13          | 1.165        | 0.987  | 6.47           | 0.057          | 38.4           | 42.1           | 1.10           | CF             | | CR1L3          | 1.14                | 75.9           | 0.00525  | 12.25          | 1.042        | 0.987  | 6.40           | 0.062          | 38.4           | 39.7           | 1.03           | CF             | | CR1L3          | 1.14                | 75.9           | 0.00496  | 11.69          | 0.930        | 0.994  | 5.45           | 0.059          | 36.9           | 37.5           | 1.02           | CF             | | AR1L1          | 0.99                | 18.6           | 0.01260  | 9.83           | 1.476        | 0.986  | 7.26           | 0.070          | 25.5           | 23.4           | 0.92           | CF             | | AR1L2          | 0.97                | 31.8           | 0.00955  | 9.47           | 1.450        | 0.979  | 6.87           | 0.073          | 33.6           | 30.4           | 0.90           | CF             | | AR1L3          | 0.97                | 73.6           | 0.00606  | 10.18          | 1.351        | 0.990  | 6.88           | 0.068          | 39.9           | 44.6           | 1.12           | CF             | | GR1L1          | 0.97                | 8.7            | 0.01443  | 9.66           | NA           | 0.989  | NA             | 0.072          | 13.5           | NA             | NA             | FF             | | GR1L3          | 0.97                | 32.0           | 0.00848  | 8.12           | 1.444        | 0.995  | 4.88           | 0.062          | 28.6           | 27.1           | 0.95           | CF             | | GR1L5          | 0.97                | 43.7           | 0.00732  | 11.13          | 1.171        | 0.980  | 6.52           | 0.062          | 33.4           | 32.0           | 0.96           | CF             | | CR2L1          | 0.49                | 25.3           | 0.01124  | 6.24           | 1.598        | 0.993  | 4.99           | 0.111          | 28.1           | 28.4           | 1.01           | CF             | | CR2L2          | 0.49                | 50.6           | 0.00809  | 5.66           | 1.656        | 0.997  | 4.68           | 0.123          | 43.2           | 40.9           | 0.95           | CF             | | CR2L3          | 0.49                | 75.6           | 0.00596  | 6.71           | 1.343        | 0.993  | 4.51           | 0.103          | 47.4           | 45.1           | 0.95           | CF             | | AR2L3          | 0.49                | 73.6           | 0.00688  | 6.26           | 1.642        | 0.989  | 5.14           | 0.111          | 47.1           | 49.2           | 1.04           | CF             | | GR2L3          | 0.49                | 32.0           | 0.00869  | 7.70           | 1.208        | 0.986  | 4.65           | 0.090          | 31.0           | 27.8           | 0.90           | CF             | | CR3L1          | 0.20                | 25.3           | 0.01791  | 2.07           | NA           | 0.984  | NA             | 0.335          | 31.8           | NA             | NA             | FF             | | CR3L2          | 0.20                | 50.6           | 0.00980  | 2.39           | 2.430        | 0.976  | 2.91           | 0.290          | 47.7           | 49.6           | 1.04           | CF             | | CR3L3          | 0.20                | 75.6           | 0.00732  | 3.06           | 2.205        | 0.993  | 2.81           | 0.227          | 57.6           | 55.3           | 0.96           | CF             | | AR3L3          | 0.20                | 73.6           | 0.00923  | 2.24           | 3.135        | 0.991  | 3.52           | 0.309          | 60.9           | 67.9           | 1.12           | CF             | | GR3L3          | 0.20                | 26.2           | 0.01820  | 1.70           | NA           | 0.996  | NA             | 0.408          | 33.4           | NA             | NA             | FF             | |

* Specification: CR1L1 – The plies of FRP sheets

- Adhesive type: 1, 2 and 3 means FR-E3P, SX-325 and CN-100 respectively
- C: CFRP; A: AFRP; G: GFRP
- 2: CF-concrete failure; 3: FF- FRP fracture

---

CR1L1 — The plies of FRP sheets.
Note: $G_a$: Shear modulus of adhesive; $t_a$: thickness of adhesive layer; $E_f$: Elastic modulus of FRP; $t_f$: thickness of FRP; $A, B$: two regressing parameters used for the relations between the strain of FRP sheet and slip at loaded end of bond area; $R^2$: regressing correlative factor; $\tau_{\text{max}}$: the maximum bond stress; $s_{\text{max}}$: slip corresponding to the maximum bond stress; NA: the data is not processed because the failure is caused not by the peeling but by the fracture of FRP sheets.